-they create the implication B::>F ("if bird then fly").
Of course the aim of this implication formula is to translate the assertion "generally birds fly", "typically birds fly", "usually birds fly", "most birds fly" .. .into the belief function framework. To cope with these fine shades of meaning, one gives a less than one basic belief mass (e.g. Figure 1 is the screen dump extracted from MacEvidence (Hsia and Shenoy 1989) . In the inn er rectangular area, there are three nodes B, TB and F and a link among them. This links represents our belief on the joint BxTB:xF space. It is characterized here by the simple support function m(B&TB::::> F) = 1. Furthermore, the fact that things are usually typical (in this case birds are usually typical) is encoded by the belief m(TB) = .9 (fed into MacEvidence through the pTB box).
Suppose we learn that Tweety is a bird. So we put m(B) = 1, and the system deduces m(F) = .9. Then we learn about penguin P. We must create new nodes and links that represent the new pieces of information we have about penguin (see the rectangular Table 1 summarizes some of the results one could derive according to which variables are instantiated (by giving a belief 1 in the variables).
As can be seen from Table 1 , many back propagations occur. This is due to the fact that the prior beliefs about typicalities are fixed and cannot be modified. In the first line of Table 1 , the m(....,P )=.9 corresponds to the fact that usually birds are typical, hence by the link P::: :> --,TB, one gets the back propagation of .9 from --,TB to ....,P (a result that might justify the rejection of this formulation). A nice result is that the truth of B (second line) does not modify our belief in P. The modus tollens is observed (the ftfth line where -,F is true). the implication receives the weight indicated), the others are logical links. Grey boxes are instantiating nodes (i.e. nodes through whic h the beliefs given to the variables can be initiated). Therefore our formulation satisfies the "preference by specificity" requirement (Moinard 1990 It is worth mentioning that our formulations might break down if used blindly when trying to derive the solutions in binary logic, i.e. by using only 0 and 1 weights. We shall now show that in fact the solutions found in binary logic are the limits of our solutions when the weights given to the 'typicality' variables tend to 1. Finally, the modularity of our formalisms is clear. Generalization is easy for other cases, e.g. the introduction of concepts such as 'strong wings' (in which case birds are more typical and the belief that they fly will be increased) or 'colibri' (in which case the non-typicality does not apply). The full power of the transferable belief model can be seen when the whole structure is
